OUR SIX POINT GUARANTEE TO YOU!
3 Guaranteed satisfaction for all parts of
your electrical project or labour will be
fully refunded and work redone to the
appropriate standard for free for the part of
the project that is not 100%.
(Leading Edge’s money back guarantee).
3 Guaranteed clean-up of your site for all
work done by Leading Edge or we will send
you and your partner to the movies on us.
3 Guaranteed to be on time. If for any reason,
we will be late, we will contact you prior to
the meeting time or the first hour will be free.
3 Leading Edge guarantees all material we
supply against fault for two years after
install or we will replace free of charge.

3 Leading Edge stands behind its lifetime
workmanship guarantee. If any product
fails due to our workmanship, we will repair
and replace for free, for life.
3 At Leading Edge, we understand how
important our customers are. We therefore
do our utmost to ensure our customers
are totally satisfied with our service. We
therefore only employ staff that are polite,
helpful, good communicators
and easy to approach with
questions or ideas. Our
staff understand how
important you are to
us. After all, you are
indirectly paying their
wages!

To find out more, phone: 0800 4 LEADING (0800 4 53234) email: info@leadingedgelectrical.co.nz
or visit us online: www.leadingedgeelectrical.co.nz

“

Leading Edge guarantees are based
around you. Our goal is to ensure ALL
our customers are absolutely rapt with
our 1st class service.
Mistakes can and do happen, a
company can be measured by how
they respond to these and with our SIX
POINT GUARANTEE it ensures you
will be happy in knowing we back our
product and service 100% and you will
reap rewards for any downfalls.

Phone: 0800 4 LEADING (0800 4 53234)
Email: info@leadingedgeelectrical.co.nz
16B Green Street, Frankton, Hamilton

www.leadingedgeelectrical.co.nz

They are all risk free and there is no
way you can lose with our iron clad
guarantees.
Sincerely,

Brad Martin

HOME VENTILATION SYSTEMS

Why ventilate my home?
Fresh air circulating in your home makes for a healthier
living environment. Better air reduces the risk of being
infected by viruses, mould issues, asthma and other
respiratory problems, smoke and carbon monoxide
inhalation, and moisture damage inside your home.
SmartVent systems for your home include positive pressure ventilation, heat transfer and energy
recovery systems. SmartVent offers solutions that draw fresher, drier air into your home through a
high efficiency filter. This introduced air forces out the moist, stale air that causes condensation,
mould and mildew that damages our homes and makes us sick.

What’s the best SmartVent
for my home?
There are five, high quality SmartVent systems, all with
a 5-year warranty. While all provide better air for your
home and better health for those inside your home,
some offer additional features and benefits such as
sensors to detect humidity, or use recovered energy to
heat incoming air. There is a system to fit every budget
and requirement.

FREE home assessment
Brad and the team at Leading Edge Electrical would love to help you decide which is the best
system for your home. We offer a FREE in-home assessment, so you get the best SmartVent system
installed and better air in your home.
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